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"Yonas, I reserved this Sun Pill for Yuri. You'll have to wait. Don't worry, though. Once we find a spiritual herb that contains light

energy, I'll get Mister Wolf to start making the Sun Pills right away. No matter how many pills he ends up making, I'll reserve one

for you," Angus said.

"Yuri gets it first again? As expected! Uncle, both of your children are getting showered with alchemical pills, and I'm not getting

any! Don't you think you are being selfish?" Yonas questioned angrily.

Though Roanne took the Motherwort Pill, it was made from Motherwort, which worked in a similar way as the Sun Pill to enhance

martial artists' power.

With the help of the Motherwort Pill and the Cleansing Pill, Roanne successfully reached the Intermediate Emperor Stat4e.

Both Roanne and Yuri obtained powerful alchemical pills, while Yonas was left behind, so he simply could not bring himself to

accept such an arrangement.

"I," Angus was rendered speechless.

"That's enough! Yuri is extremely talented and carries hope for our future! Any resources will go to him first! Besides, Mister Wolf

has already agreed that he will make more Sun Pills for us, so what's so horrible about waiting?" Arthur roared.

Since Yonas was his grandson, he knew Yonas better than most.

Though Yonas was a good person at heart, his arrogance and short-sighted ways often got the better of him.

Yuri, on the other hand, was the brightest martial artist of his generation and surpassed Yonas in every aspect possible.

The Thompsons would only have hope to grow and step toward glory if Yuri took over as a leader in the future. If the future of the

family landed in Yonas's hands, Arthur knew that the Thompsons would soon meet their demise.

Hence, he always valued Yuri and never attempted to place his grandson into a position of power.

"But, but this isn't fair! I can't accept this!" Yonas protested.

Yonas's arrogance blinded him from seeing what Arthur was doing for the family; all he knew was that he was just as capable as

Yuri.

Yuri used to surpass him in terms of strength because Yuri was older and showered with great resources, but the tables turned.

After obtaining the Supreme Pure Energy Pill and Cleansing Pill at the sales drive, Yonas successfully reached the Intermediate

Emperor State. Yuri, on the other hand, reached the Advanced Emperor State with the help of the Cleansing Pill.

The gap between Yonas and Yuri shortened and Yonas knew that he could potentially get to the Advanced or Peak

Emperor State if he took the Sun Pill. Once he surpassed Yuri in terms of strength, he would be able to replace Yuri to become

the heir of his family.

If Angus reserved the Sun Pill for Yuri, Yuri might reach the Peak Emperor State or the Semi-Almighty State, and Yonas would

have no hope of ever standing a chance of being selected as the future leader.

In conclusion, Yonas was determined to obtain the Sun Pill before Yuri.
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